
Literacy 

Word of the Week 2021/22 

W/C Word  

C1 W1 excellence (noun) striving for 100% in everything we do, demonstrated through hard work, grit and 
determination 

C1 W2 positivity (noun) approaching each day with a can-do attitude, tackling every challenge as an 
opportunity and fully contributing to a joyful school culture for all 

C1 W3 respect (noun) ensuring all members of the community feel valued through treating everyone around us with kindness, fairness and honesty 

C1 W4 mastery (noun) comprehensive knowledge or skill in a particular subject or activity.. 

C1 W5 autonomy (noun) the ability of the person to make his or her own decisions, to be self-led or independent 

C1 W6 purpose (noun) the reason for which something is done; the resolve or determination to reach a goal 

C1 W7 conform (verb) comply with rules, standards, or laws. 

C1 W8 constitution (noun) a set of rules and principles of a state that define the nature and extent of government and rights of the people in it 

C1 W9 analogy (noun) a comparison between one thing and another, typically for the purpose of explanation or clarification. 

C1 W10 blunder (noun) a stupid or careless mistake. 

C1 W11 perpendicular (adjective) the relationship between two lines which meet at a right angle 

C1 W12 
democracy (noun) a system of government in which power is vested in the people and exercised by them directly or through freely elected 
representatives. 

C1 W13 conjugate (verb) to list the forms of a verb in a particular order 

C2 W1 rehearsal (noun) a practice or trial performance of a play or other work for later public performance 

C2 W2 hypothesis (noun) an idea or explanation for something that is based on known facts but has not yet been proved 

C2 W3 ambiguous (adjective) open to more than one interpretation; not having one obvious meaning 

C2 W4 monarch (noun) a sovereign head of state, especially a king, queen, or emperor. 

C2 W5 myriad  (noun) a countless or extremely great number of people or things. 

C2 W6 audacious (adjective) showing a willingness to take surprisingly bold risks; showing an impudent lack of respect. 

C2 W7 
performance (noun) an act of presenting a play, concert, or other form of entertainment; how well a person does a piece of work or an 
activity 

C2 W8 inevitable (adjective)  certain to happen; unavoidable 

C2 W9  congruent (adjective) geometric figures that are identical in shape and size; in agreement or harmony. 

C2 W10 subsequent (adjective) coming after something in time; following 

C2 W11 
migration (noun) the movement of people from one place to another with intentions of settling, permanently or temporarily, at a new 
location 

C2 W12 supplement (verb) add an extra element or amount to. 

C2 W13 avid (adjective) very eager and enthusiastic 

C3 W1 unconventional (adjective) not based on or conforming to what is generally done or believed 

C3 W2 excruciating (adjective) intensely painful 

C3 W3 sublime (adjective) of very great excellence or beauty  

C3 W4 implausible (adjective) (of an argument or statement) not seeming reasonable or probable; failing to convince. 

C3 W5 proficient (adjective) competent or skilled in doing or using something 

C3 W6 imperative (adjective) of vital importance; crucial 

C3 W7  turbulent (adjective) characterized by conflict, disorder, or confusion; not stable or calm. 

C3 W8 impede (verb) delay or prevent 

C3 W9 phenomenon (noun) a remarkable person or thing. 

C3 W10 preliminary (adjective) done in preparation for something fuller or more important 

C3 W11 convene (verb) come or bring together for a meeting or activity; assemble. 

C3 W12 finite (adjective) limited in size or extent. 

C3 W13 cease (verb) bring to an end 
 


